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In [6, theorem IV.8.181, relatively norm compact sets K in D’(p) are charac- 
terized by means of strong convergence of conditional expectations, E,f -+ f 
in La(p), uniformly forf E K, where (E,,) is the family of conditional expectations 
corresponding to the net of all finite measurable partitions. 
In this paper we extend the above result in several ways: we consider nets 
of not necessarily finite partitions; we consider spaces LED(p) of vector valued 
pth power Bochner integrable functions (and spaces M(.Z’, E) of vector valued 
measures with finite variation); we characterize relatively strong compact sets K 
in L&L) by means of uniform strong convergence Ewf -+ f, as well as relatively 
weak compact sets K by means of uniform weak convergence Enf + f. Pre- 
viously, in [4], uniform strong convergence (together with some other conditions) 
was proved to be sufficient (but not necessary) for relative weak compactness. 
Strong Compactness 
In this section we study strong compactness in the spaces L&p), 1 < p < co, 
and the space M(Z, E) of vector valued measures with finite variation by means 
of uniform strong convergence of conditional expectations. 
Let (X, 2, p) be an arbitrary measure space, where .Z is a u-algebra, and let E 
be a Banach space. Let Z, be the class of sets A E Z with /1(A) < co. We shall 
consider p-partitions of the form rr = (A& where Ai E .?Y are disjoint and 
0 < &4J -=c 03. (The union of the sets A, is not necessarily equal to X). If 
& = (ZQjGJ is a similar p-partition, we write rr < n’ if every Bj is either con- 
tained in some Ai or disjoint from all Ai and if UAi C UB, . 
Let ir = (A&, be a p-partition. We define the conditional expectation E, 
on the space LEP(p), 1 < p < 00, by 
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IffEL$‘b) andp < co, then the set {z’ E I; JAI If ] dp # 0) is at most countable. 
We have II Vlla, < Ml, and the martingale E,,f --t f  in the norm topology of 
LEPW 
More generally, let M(Z, E) be the space of vector measures m: Z + E with 
finite variation I m I, endowed with the total variation norm ]I m 11 = ( m 1 (X). 
If m E M(Z, E) and m < TV, we define the measure Egn on Z by 
(E,m)(A) = c p(A,)-l m(A<) P(A< n A), 
&I 
for A E ,Z. 
It is easily seen that E,m is u-additive and has finite variation 1 E,m I < I m I; 
and if m E M&Z, p), the closure of the simple measures of the form &Gn Q.L$ , 
with xi E E and pLz scalar measures, then E,m -+ m in the norm topology of 
M(Z, E). If E has the Radon Nikodym property, then M(Z, E) = M&Z’, E). 
In the particulat case where X is the set N of natural numbers and ~((n}) = 1 
for every n EN, we have L&L) = IE 8. If rrk is the partition consisting of the 
sets {l}, {2} ,..., {K}, then Eqk is the projection Pk(xl , x, ,...) = (xi ,..., x, , 0 ,...) 
for x = (x1 , xa ,...) E 1,~. We have then the following 
THEOREM 1. A set KC Q, 1 < p < 00, is relatively norm compact, if and 
only if: 
(1) CDle j x, 19 + 0 as k + 00, uniformly for x E K, 
(2) For each i E N, the set K(i) = {xi; x E K) is relatively norm compact in E. 
For the proof, we simply apply Phillips’ lemma [6, IV.5.41 to the sequence 
(5) of projections. 
We shall use this result to prove the following general theorem: 
THEOREM 2. A set K CL,“(p), 1 < p < 00, is relatively norm compact if 
and only if: 
(1) The set of measures 1 K lP = (SC,, 1 f IP dp; f E K} is uniformly (T- 
additive; 
(2) For every A E & the set K(A) = {JA f dp; f E K} is relatively mm 
compact in E; 
(3) There exists a net P = (r) of p-partitions such that E,,f -+ f strongly in 
L.&L), uniformly for f E K. 
If P consists of finite partitions, then condition (1) is superfluous in the proof 
of the sufficiency implication. 
Proof. Assume first that K is relatively norm compact. Since the map f + j f Ip 
of L&CL) into Ll(p) is continuous, the set (1 f 12; f E K) is relatively norm compact 
in Ll(r), hence it is relatively weakly compact, consequently the set ( K [p of 
683/9/3-b 
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measures is uniformly u-additive (see [4, theorem 1, Ic]), and condition (1) is 
satisfied. Condition (2) follows from the continuity of the map f -+ sA f dp of 
&P(p) into E, and condition (3) follows from Phillips’ lemma applied to any net 
P = (v) of partitions such that Enf + f strongly in J&*(P); in particular P can 
be the net of all finite partitions or any net cofinal to it. 
Conversely, assume conditions (l), (2) and (3), and prove that K is relatively 
norm compact. Without loss of generality we may assume that K is countable. 
Let rr = (A&, b e a partition. Since for each f E K we have JAI [f 1 dp = 0 
except for countably many indices i, we may assume that v is at most countable. 
We define now the isometry $ of E&~(~) onto @‘(I) 
@E,f = (ci /A ,f dp)i., where ci = &J&l’q, 
I 
$ + $ = 1. 
If rr is finite, we have @E,K C & crK(Ai)$,+ and this finite sum is relatively 
norm compact according to hypothesis (2). Therefore @E,K is relatively norm 
compact, without using hypothesis (1). If r is countable, r = (Ai)ieN , then 
@E,,K is again relatively norm compact, since it satisfies the conditions of 
theorem 1. In fact, 
uniformly for f E K, according to hypothesis (1); so that condition (1) in 
theorem 1 is satisfied. Also 
(@&K)(i) = !ci S,,f dp; f E K/ = ciK(Ai), 
I 
and this last set is relatively norm compact, according to hypothesis (2); therefore 
condition (2) of theorem 1 is also satisfied. 
It follows that @E,K is relatively norm compact in lEP. We deduce then that 
E,,K is relatively norm compact in &P(P). Using hypothesis (3), we can apply 
Phillips’ lemma and deduce that K itself is relatively norm compact in &p(p). 
The above proof can also be used for the space M(Z, E) of vector measures: 
THEOREM 3. A set KC M(.Z, E) is relatively norm compact, if: 
(1) The set of measures 1 K 1 = {I m 1; rnE K} is uniformly a-additive; 
(2) For every A E Z, the set K(A) = {m(A); m E K} is relatively norm 
compact in E; 
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(3) There exists a measure TV > 0 on 2 such that K < p, and a set P = (ST) 
of partitions such that E,m + m strongly in M(Z, E), unifmmly for f E K. 
If P consists of finite partitions condition (1) is superfluous. Conversely, if 
KC M&X, E) is relatively norm compact, then conditions (I), (2), and (3) are 
satisfied. 
For the case where P consists of finite partitions, see [2]. 
Weak Compactness 
In this section we study relative weak compactness in the space &f(p), 
1 < p < co, and M(C, E), by means of uniform weak convergence of conditional 
expectations. 
Let (X, .Z, p) be a measure space and E a Banach space. A set K in a Banach 
space F is said to be conditionally weakly compact if every sequence from K 
contains a weak Cauchy subsequence. We prove first a lemma which gives 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a conditionally weakly compact set to be 
relatively weakly compact. 
LEMMA 4. Assume that E’ has the Radon Nikodym property. A set K CL&p), 
1 ,< p < co is relatively weakly compact if (and only ;f): 
(a) K is conditionally weakly compact; 
(b) K(A) is relatively weakly compact in E, for every A E .Zf; 
(c) any measure m: ,J$ -+ E of the form m(A) = lim sA fn dp (weak limit 
in E), for every A E & and some sequence fn E K, has the Radon Nikodym property 
with respect to ,LL, on each set of jnite m-variation. 
(For the necessity part, the assumption on E’ is superjuous). 
Proof. Assume conditions (a), (b) and (c). Let (fn) be a weak Cauchy 
sequence in K and prove that there exists f EL&) such that f,, --f f weakly in 
L&J). Without loss of generality, we may assume that Z is generated by a 
countable family of sets of finite measure. In particular, X is a countable union 
of sets from ZY . 
For each A E & the sequence <JA f,, dp) is weak Cauchy in K(A), therefore, 
by hypothesis (b), there exists m(A) E E such that 
(m(A), x’) = lim s, (fn , x’) dp, for x’ E E’. 
The set function m: Zf -+ E is finitely additive, and weakly u-additive, by the 
Nikodym theorem. By Pettis’ theorem [6, IV.lO.l], m is strongly u-additive. 
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The measure m has finite variation on every set A E Z; . In fact, if (B, ,..., B,) 
are disjoint sets from .Z contained in A, then 
where M = sup{11 f &,;fe K} < co. It follows that / m I (A) < Mp(A)lIg < 00, 
hence m has finite variation and is absolutely continuous with respect to p. 
According to hypothesis (3), for each set A E .& we can find a function fA: X + E 
vanishing outside A, such that 
m(B) = jBfA dp, for BEZnA. 
Since X is a countable union of sets from C, there exists a p-measurable function 
f: X -+ E, such that f = fA ,o-a.e. on A, for each A E L; . We shall prove that 
f~Ls+). For every A E .Z and x’ E E’, we have 
Iif;” f, <fn , x’> dp = <m(A), x’> = IA <f, x’> dcL, 
hence, for any step function g = C $Aixi with p(AJ < co and xi E E, we have 
liF/<fn,g>& = /<f,g)h 
hence 
Since .f(-) l(f,g>l dcL is the variation of the scalar measure St., (f,g> dp, we 
deduce that 
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If now g E,!&(~), we can find a sequence (gJ of step functions with / g, / < 1 g 1 
and g, -+ g CL-a.e. Then (f, gk) + (f, g) CL-a.e. and 
By Fatou’s lemma, \(f,g)l is p-integrable. Since g EL&(~) was arbitrary, it 
follows that f EL&). Moreover, from steps B and B’ of theorem 1 in [4], we 
deduce that 
Since E’ has the Radon Nikodym property, L&(p) is the conjugate space of 
L&L); therefore, we have proved that fn --+ f weakly in,!&+). It follows that K 
is relatively weakly compact in E. The necessity part is straight forward. 
We can now give the characterization of relatively weakly compact sets: 
THEOREM 5. Assume that E and E’ have the Radon Nikodym property. A set 
K CLE+), 1 < p < CO is relatively weakly compact ;f (and only ;f): 
(2) For every set A E Z, the set K(A) = {sA f dp; f E K} is relatively 
weakly compact in E; 
(3) For every countable set K, C K there exists a sequence (q,J of finite 
partitions such that Z?-,f -+ f weakly in L&L), unifomly for f  E K. 
Proof. Assume the above conditions. From [4, theorem 1, Ia and II,], we 
deduce first that K is conditionally weakly compact, so condition (a) in lemma 4 
is satisfied; condition (b) in lemma 4 and hypothesis (2) above are the same; 
finally, since E has the Radon Nikodym property, condition (c) in lemma 4 is 
also satisfied. It follows then that K is relatively weakly compact. 
Remarks. (1) In [4], a similar theorem was proved without any assumption 
on E and E’, but imposing strong convergence E-f -+ f in condition (3). 
(2) If K is relatively weakly compact and E’ has the Radon Nikodym 
property, and if, in addition, 2 is generated by a countable ring R, then E,,f -+ f 
weakly in L,‘(p), uniformly for f E K, where P = (r) is any net cofinal to the 
net of all finite partitions over R. In particular, condition (3) follows (see [4, 
the proof of theorem 11). 
If we strengthen condition (2) in the above theorem, we can relax the condi- 
tion on E: 
THEOREM 6. Assume that E’ has the Radon Nikodym property. A set 
K C LEp(p), 1 < p < 00, is relatively weakly compact if: 
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(1) K is bounded; and in case p = 1, the measures of the set 1 6 = 
(ft., if l4;f EKl are untformly o-additive; 
(2) For every A EZ~ the set HA = {p(B)-l se f dp; f E K, B C -4, 
0 < p(B) < a} is relatively weakly compact in E; 
(3) For every countable set K, C K, there exists a sequence (QT,) of partitions 
such that E,,f ---f f weakly in L&u), uniformly for f E IL 
If T,,‘s are Jinite, condition (1) is superfluous. 
Proof. We remark first that K(A) C p(A)HA thence K(A) is relatively weakly 
compact in E, for every A E & so that condition (b) in lemma 4 is satisfied. 
From [4, theorem 1, I, and II,], we deduce that K is conditionally weakly 
compact in L&), so that condition (a) in lemma 4 is also satisfied. In order to 
prove that condition (c) in lemma 4 is satisfied, let (fn) be a sequence from K 
and let m: .Zf + E be a measure with finite variation such that 
(m(A), x’) = li? IA (fn , x’) dp, for A E & and x’ E E’. 
Then m < CL. For each B E Zf with p(B) > 0, and B C A, the quotient m(B)/ 
p(B) belongs to the weak closure of HA which is weakly compact. It follows that 
for every A E & the average range {m(B)/p(B); B C A, p(B) > 0} is relatively 
weakly compact. By the Metivier [7] version of the Radon Nikodym Theorem, 
m has Radon Nikodym derivative with respect to TV. We can then apply lemma 4 
and deduce that K is relatively weakly compact. 
From theorem 5 we can deduce a similar result for the space of measures: 
THEOREM 7. Assume that E and E’ have the Radon Nihodym property. A set 
KC M(Z, E) is relatively weakly compact if and only if: 
(2) For every A E .Z, the set K(A) = {m(A); m E K) is relatively weakly 
compact in E; 
(3) For every countable set K,, C K there exists a measure p > 0 with 
K,, Q TV and a sequence (7~~) of f&site partitions such that E,,m + m weakly in 
M(Z, E), ungormly for m E K, . 
Moreover, if K is relatively weakly compact and Z is generated by a countable 
ring R, then E,,m + m weakly in M(C, E), uniformly for f E K, where (T) is 
any net cofinal to the net of all finite partitions over R. 
Proof. If K is relatively weakly compact, there exists a finite measure 
p 3 0 such that K < p uniformly [3]. Since E has the Radon Nikodym property, 
we can consider K CL&J) and apply theorem 4 to deduce conditions (2) and (3). 
Conversely, if conditions (2) and (3) are satisfied, then, again, we can consider 
K,, CL&) and apply theorem 4 to deduce that Ks , hence K, is relatively 
weakly compact. 
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